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You can choose your cinema seats from our extensive collection, which includes full rocker,
lounger back, fixed back and recliner sofa. Give us a call today at +86-20-85626682 or send
us email at info@leadcomseating.com, we look forward to talk with you.

Full upholstered outerback available

445MM/17.5"

790MM/31.1"

1035MM/40.7"

560MM/22" 580MM/22.8"

Polypropylene outerback and seat pan

600mm/23.6"

445mm/17.5"

800mm/31.5"

1015mm/40"

1095mm/43.1"

475mm/18.7"

800mm/31.5"

Polypropylene outerback and seat pan

High strength steel structural support
Available in high back or low back profile

STAR rocker is available in
Original pleat pattern or 3-pillow back
High back or low back profile

Claremont model is also available in:
Back pleat in Star model style or with headrest
Full PP armrest or with upholstered armrest padding

PP

580mm/22.8"

450mm/17.7"

1080mm/42.5"

730mm/28.7"

Full upholstered outerback/ seat pan/armrest/end panel in
zipped fabric or leather covers make for easy maintenance
or replacement.
Full width back and seat system enhanced by cold-molded
foam and modern styling leaving a lasting impression for
your patrons.
Internal steel framework robotically welded for
strength and durability.
Sewn seat numbering and row letter available.

600mm/23.6"

780mm/30.7"
740mm/29.1"

440mm/17.3"

605mm/23.8"

1025mm/40.4"

545mm/21.5"

Full upholstered or PP outerback

There different back plaets available

Polypropylene outerback
Ergonomic backrest with headrest for better support and comfort
Grand-style armrest with cupholder
High strength steel structural support

1045MM/41.1"
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435MM/17.1"

810MM/31.9"

580MM/22.83"

CROWN is the perfect alternative for regular cinema chairs. Its main
benefits includes:
Best space saver in VIP seat collection-only 48" row spacing needed
Fixed back and rocker back available
No-footrest design allows for easy under-seat area cleaning
Options:
Excellence is built into every VIP cinema recliner of Leadcom Seating to create a truly memorable cinema
experience for your patrons.
Our exclusive collection of VIP cinema recliner, unlike most recliners in China market built at household market
standard, ours are well-equipped tailoring especially to the high-traffic public seating area at higher standard of
durability by most quality material adopted. They can be configured in straight or curved line with single seat,
love seat or multiple seats, and can also be customized in fixed back/manual control/electric control version.

4''-high strong metal foot for protection of arm leatherette
2''-high plastic foot
PP outerback for ease of cleaning and protection of back upholstery
Easy replaceable PU leatherette arm padding or PU armrest
PP protector at rear part of armrest
Plywood panel with paint finish at lower part of rear back for trash block and easy cleaning
4"-high metal trash blocker

We also offer full range of accessories such as LED cupholder, storage compartment, food tray, table metal
foot, replaceable armrest padding etc.to complete your cinema experience. The highlight of our lastest
development and innovation in VIP recliner collection is our easy clean footrest mechanism, which allows
cleaners to clean up under-seat areas by easily and quickly lift-up the footrest by hand. To make your cinema
cleaning more easily and time-saving, we also provide industry-unique VIP rocker - the Crown Jewel model with
imaginable options such as PP outerback, trash blocker, PP arm protector, replacable arm padding etc.
We believe that by fullest consideration of your needs, you will be surprised how much we are different from any
others.

810±10MM/31.9±0.4"

1550±20MM/61.02±0.78"
1110±10MM/43.7±0.4"

490±10MM
19.3±0.4"

550MM/21.65"

150MM/5.9"

800±10MM/31.5±0.4"

810±10MM/31.9±0.4"
4°
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510±10MM
20.1±0.4"

1060±10MM/41.7±0.4"

1050±10MM/41.4±0.4"

510±10MM
20.1±0.4"

600±10MM
23.6±0.4"

940±15MM/37.6±0.6"

980±15MM/38.6±0.6"
810±10MM/31.9±0.4"
0°
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4°
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430±10MM
16.9±0.4"

Two kinds of back rocker possession for you to choose from - 37", 38.6" overall depth
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ROYAL's sleek lines, top-quality foam and breathable
Millennium model features 3-pillow back and electric headrest.
It is designed and built to better support your head and lumbar
and make you as comfortable as possible.
Millennium also offers the benefit of cupholders and tables and
is available in various configuration to suit your spaces.

1560±20MM/61.41±0.78"

940±15MM/37±0.6"

555MM/21.85"

150MM/5.9"

900±10MM/35.4±0.4"

995±10MM/39.2±0.4"
560±10MM
22±0.4"

430±15MM
16.9±0.6"

890±10MM/35±0.4"

600±10MM
23.6±0.4"

490±10MM
19.3±0.4"

1610±15MM/63.4±0.6"

1080±10MM/42.5±0.4"

500±10MM
19.7±0.4"

1560±20MM/61.41±0.78"

1580±15MM/62.2±0.6"

930±15MM/36.6±0.6"

1040±10MM
40.9±0.4"

615±10MM
24.2±0.4"

470±10MM
18.5±0.4"

870±10MM
34.3±0.4"
390±15MM
15.4±0.6"

555MM/21.85"

Millennium's footrest is available in flip-up style for easy
daily cleaning. By simply and quickly flip up the footrest,
your cleaners can easily make your under-seat areas clean up.
This would save plenty of time before next movie.

The BARRON has the same seat and back design as BARRON,

1560±20MM/61.41±0.78"

600±10MM
23.6±0.4"

470±10MM
18.5±0.4"

555M/21.85"

940±15MM/37±0.6"

1600±15MM/63±0.6"
925±10MM/36.4±0.4"

565±10MM/22.2±0.4"

1030±10MM
40.6±0.4"

860±10MM
33.9±0.4"
390±15MM
15.4±0.6"
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1560±20MM/61.41±0.78"

500±10MM
19.7±0.4"

555MM/21.85"

955±15MM/37.6±0.6"

580±10MM/22.8±0.4"
1040±10MM
40.9±0.4"

900±10MM
35.4±0.4"

660±10MM
23.6±0.4"

390±15MM
15.4±0.6"

LS-813B model accommodates two pillows design,
one small on upper side and the other bigger one lower side.
This design provides better support for both your head
and lumbar, and therefore invokes a strong sense of security,
comfort and deeper seated relaxation.

1560±20MM/61.41±0.78"

955±15MM/37.6±0.6"

1040±10MM
40.9±0.4"

600±10MM
23.6±0.4"

480±10MM
18.9±0.4"

900±10MM/35.4±0.4"

555MM/21.85"

1580±15MM/62.2±0.6"

580±10MM/22.8±0.4"

430±15MM
16.9±0.6"
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880±10MM/34.6±0.4"

1000±10MM/39.4±0.4"
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555MM/21.85"

940±15MM/37±0.6"

1580±15MM/62.2±0.6"

890±10MM
35±0.4"

1040±10MM
40.9±0.4"
570±10MM
22.5±0.4"

37±15MM
14.6±0.6"

555MM/21.85"
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VIP recliner accessories

Regular cinema seating accessories

VIP recliner accessories

Fluorescent

Painted wood finish
black/grey
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Painted wood finish

Electric single motor

4”-high metal foot

2”-high plastic foot

Replaceable PU
armrest padding - black

Sewn row letter on end arm

Sewn seat number on backrest

Easy-clean flip-up footrest

Replaceable fabric or
leatherette armrest padding

Electric dual motors
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